
Danske Hospitalsklovne chose Agillic to create better donor experiences
and secure higher donations

Press release, Copenhagen, 16 January 2024

Danske Hospitalsklovne, the pioneering non-profit organisation with a legacy in hospital
clowning dating back to 2003, has selected Agilllic to enhance its ability to increase donations
and garner support for its vital mission.

Danske Hospitalsklovne's mission centres around meeting people — mostly children — in
illness through humour, fantasy, and enchantment, strengthening the joy of life and the courage
to live. In line with its strategic goals, the organisation aims to help more children by leveraging
advanced personalised communication methods to increase support and donations for its
impactful initiatives.

Malene Berland Grauslund, Fundraising Manager at Danske Hospitalsklovne highlighted the
significance of the collaboration, stating, "Agillic is the perfect partner in our mission to assist
more individuals battling illness. It enables us to offer a seamless, personalised donor
experience across various channels while retaining control over content frequency. Additionally,
we're excited about swiftly establishing a comprehensive array of customer journeys, elevating
our operational efficiency.”

Emre Gürsoy, CEO of Agillic adds:
“We are excited to collaborate with Danske Hospitalsklovne, an organisation whose commitment
to making a positive impact in the lives of others is inspiring. At Agillic, we hold a special
appreciation for NGOs and charities, as they are a constant source of inspiration with their
unwavering dedication. It is an honour for us that they have chosen our technology to support
their important causes. We understand these organisations' challenges in continually raising
funds and garnering ongoing support, often with limited resources. We are pleased to provide a
platform that facilitates the delivery of the most relevant communication in the most efficient
manner possible. We look forward to partnering with Danske Hospitalsklovne in doing just that."
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Agillic (Nasdaq First North Growth Market Copenhagen: AGILC) is a Danish software company
offering brands a platform through which they can work with data-driven insights and content
to create, automate and send personalised communication to millions. Agillic is headquartered
in Copenhagen, Denmark, with teams in Germany, Norway, and Romania.
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